The 12th JBSA Annual Conference Programme

November 6-7, 2012
Conference Room, Hitotsubashi Hall, Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo

November 6, 2012 (1st Day)

Reception : 9:00~
Opening remark  [ 9 : 25~9 : 30 ]
JBSA Chairman: Kazuyoshi Sugiyama  National Institute of Infectious Diseases

[Session I] <Biorisk assessment · Biorisk management>  [ 9 : 30~12 : 00 ]
Chairman : Kazuyoshi Sugiyama (National Institute of Infectious Diseases) , Masayuki Saijo (National Institute of Infectious Diseases)

1) Review of Biorisk Perception, Biorisk Assessment and Biorisk Management from the viewpoint of Food Defense Action to Food Bioterrorism by Food Defense Health Management and Policy, Department of Public Health, Nara Medical University Tomoaki Imamura

2) Biorisk management from a perspective of biosecurity
   Center for International Collaborative Research, Nagasaki University Shuji Amano

3) CENBiorisk management · Biosafety Professional
   Division of Biosafety Control and Research, National Institute of Infectious Diseases Kazuyoshi Sugiyama

4) Guidelines for the Management of Laboratory Worker Exposures to HIV, SIV or SHIV, and Recommendations for Postexposure Prophylaxis
   AIDS Research Center, National Institute of Infectious Diseases Tadashi Nakasone

General Meeting  [13 : 30~14 : 00 ]

[Session II] < Healthcare-associated biosafety Needlestick injury and blood/body fluid exposure prevention: Current status and issues >  [14 : 00~16 : 30 ]
Chairman : Toshihiro Mitsuda (Yokohama City University Hospital) , Jong Ja Lee (Kobe University Hospital)

1) 2011 Report on Needlestick & Sharp Object Injury situation in Japan
   —The result of Japan·EPINetTM A surveillance and hospital questionnaire survey—
   Department of Infection Control, Kobe University Hospital Jong Ja Lee
2) A Questionnaire Survey of Blood and Body Fluid Exposure Among Midwives at The Delivery Department of Bacterial Pathogenesis and Infection Control, National Institute of Infectious Diseases
Mayumi Aminaka

3) Issues when introducing safety devices, and adaptation for the safe injection practices
Department of Infection Prevention and Control, Yokohama City University Hospital
Toshihiro Mitsuda

4) Challenges for promoting prevention programmes of exposures to blood-borne pathogens and needlestick and sharps injury in health care settings
—New roles of the public health center in Japan—
Tono Public Health Center
Kiyoshi Kidouchi

**Educational lecture**<br>"Infectious Disease Control Law"<br>[16:30 ~ 17:20]<br>Chairman: Takeshi Kurata (International University of Health and Welfare)

Biorisk management —Countermeasures based on Infectious Disease Control Law—
Tuberculosis and Infectious Diseases Control Division, Health Service Bureau, Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare
Kensuke Nakajima

**Exhibition**<br>[9:00 ~ 17:00]<br>Place: Conference room 1
AIRTECH JAPAN LTD. AZEARTH Corporation Hitachi Appliances, inc.
IEDA TRADING Corporation Sarstedt KK SUGIYAMA-GEN CO., LTD.,
TOMY SEIKO CO., LTD. YAMATO SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

**Social gathering**<br>[18:00 ~ 20:00]
December 7, 2010 (2nd Day)

Reception : 9:00~

**Session III**  < Applied Subjects >  [ 9 : 30~10 : 00 ]
Chairman : Masamichi Kinomoto (NPO Biomedical Science Association)

1) The examination of the prevention measurement of pathogen leak from the pathogen transport container by mistaken packing of dry ice
   National Institute of Infectious Diseases  Shigeo Iki

2) About the relations of the position of the front work access opening and the arm at the time of the BSC use
   Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems Co., Ltd.  Keiichi Ono

**Session IV**  < Biorisk Management Education and Training >  [ 10 : 30~12 : 30 ]
Chairman : Takeshi Kurata (International University of Health and Welfare) and Shigeo Iki (National Institute of Infectious Diseases)

1) WHO Biosafety Train the Trainer Programme
   Department of Virology I, National Institute of Infectious Diseases  Shuji Ando

2) Biosafety training activities in the WHO Global Polio Laboratory Network
   Department of Virology II, National Institute of Infectious Diseases  Hiroyuki Shimizu

3) Safety educational and training course in RIKEN
   Safety Division, RIKEN  Hajime Yoshiki

4) Training courses in National Institute of Infectious Diseases
   Division of Biosafety Control and Research, National Institute of Infectious Diseases  Shigeo Iki

5) Biosafety Education and Training at OIST, and CITI Japan Project
   Research Safety Section, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology
   Graduate University (OIST)  Toshinori Tanaka

6) Introduction of the Biosafety Seminar in BMSA  (BMSA: Biomedical Science Association)
   NPO Biomedical Science Association  Masamichi Kinomoto

Discussion
Session V < JBSA Biosafety and Biosecurity Fellow Certification System > [13:30～16:00]
Chairman: Tsutomu Miki Kurosawa (Osaka University) and Atsuo Kitabayashi (Biomedical Science Association)

Summary of JBSA Biosafety and Biosecurity Fellow Certification System
Chairman, Committee for Fellow of Biosafety and Biosecurity  Tsutomu Miki Kurosawa

1) Introduction for certification of Japanese Medical Specialties
   Japanese Board of Medical Specialties  Yasuo Ikeda

2) Founders for Fellow of Biosafety and Biosecurity of The Japanese Biological Safety Association
   Chairman, Committee for Fellow of Biosafety and Biosecurity
   Osaka University Medical School  Tsutomu Miki Kurosawa

3) Observations for Development of the Biosafety Certification System
   NPO Biomedical Science Association  Atsuo Kitabayashi

4) Expecting to a system of Fellow of Biosafety and Biosecurity from the Japanese Association for Infectious Diseases
   National Defense Medical Research Institute, Infectious Disease  Koki Kaku

5) Expectations to JBSA Biosafety and Biosecurity Fellow Certification System from the Japanese Society for Bacteriology
   Gifu University  Takayuki Ezaki

6) Expected criteria for JBSA biosafety expert accreditation system; from the viewpoint of tuberculosis society
   Research Institute of Tuberculosis  Satoshi Mitarai

Discussion

Exhibition  [ 9:00～15:00 ]  Place: Conference room 1